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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method for peer-to-portal broadcasting, including provid 
ing a Web page for a portal, the Web page including an inline 
frame (iFrame), receiving meta-data for media ?les selected 
by a user for broadcast to the portal, and dynamically 
generating source code for the iFrame upon request, the 
source code including instructions for a Web broWser (i) to 
request an XML document that includes meta-data for 
user-selected media ?les, (ii) to transform the XML docu 
ment to an HTML document using an XSLT transformation, 
and (iii) to insert the resulting HTML document into the Web 
page for the portal. A system and computer-readable storage 
media are also described and claimed. 
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PEER-TO-WEB BROADCASTING 

CROSS REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part of assign 
ee’s pending application U.S. Ser. No. 11/584,405, ?led on 
Oct. 20, 2006, entitled “Peer-to-Web Broadcasting.” 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The subject invention relates to multimedia broad 
casting over the Internet. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Traditionally, tWo architectures have been intro 
duced to enable publishing or broadcasting video content, 
referred to as “video clips”, over the WorldWide Web; 
namely, a server-based architecture and a peer-to-peer archi 
tecture. 

[0004] The server-based architecture requires that a cre 
ator of a video clip, referred to as a “content oWner”, upload 
his video clip to an Internet server. The Internet server 
maintains a directory of content and alloWs users to vieW the 
content and doWnload or stream the content. The disadvan 
tages of this approach are: (1) it is time-consuming to upload 
large video ?les; and (2) the content oWner must maintain 
his content on his oWn computer system and also on the 
Internet server, Which is cumbersome. To speed up the 
upload process, the content oWner generally reduces the siZe 
and quality of the video clips that are broadcast. Video 
normally seen in full-screen siZe When played locally from 
the oWner’s hard drive, becomes con?ned to small WindoWs, 
one-?fth the siZe of the original, When streamed from a 
remote server over the Internet. 

[0005] The peer-to-peer (P2P) computing architecture, 
Which relies less upon dedicated servers, provides an alter 
native approach. Peer-to-peer computing involves sharing of 
computer resources and services through direct communi 
cation betWeen peer computer systems. Conventional P2P 
computing enables peer computers to exchange ?les and to 
communicate directly betWeen one another. As such, a peer 
computer may act as a client device or a server device, 
depending on the computing process and the needs of the 
netWork of peer computers. 
[0006] The peer-to-peer architecture Was initially intro 
duced to enable interactive, person-to-person communica 
tion on the Internet. Early Internet Relay Chat (IRC) systems 
enabled people all over the World to participate in real-time 
text-based conversations. Using an IRC client, a user can 
exchange text messages interactively With other users. When 
logged into a chat session, a user “converses” by typing 
messages that are instantly sent to other chat participants. In 
recent years, instant messaging (IM) systems, such as AOL’ s 
Instant Messenger, Microsoft’s MSN Instant Messenger and 
Yahoo!’s Pager have added the capability to transmit ?les, 
including video, sound and image rich media ?les, betWeen 
peer computers. HoWever, transmitting rich media ?les 
using IRC or IM systems has the disadvantage that the entire 
media ?le must be transmitted, Which is cumbersome for the 
content oWner, and the disadvantage that the content oWner 
loses control over his media. 
[0007] Some recent popular forms of P2P computing 
include the ?le-sharing services provided by Napster, Gnu 
tella, Freenet and Groove. These ?le-sharing services alloW 
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peer computers to identify and share data ?les With other 
peer computers over the Internet. Napster, for example, 
utiliZes a centraliZed directory service that is provided on 
one or more dedicated server computers connected to the 

Internet. To search for and discover a ?le, such as an MP3 
song, to doWnload from another peer computer, a Napster 
client queries the dedicated server computers and central 
directory therein, Which responds With a list of other Napster 
con?gured peer computers that have the requested ?le. The 
requesting Napster client then connects directly With one of 
the identi?ed other peer computers, to access and doWnload 
the requested ?le. The other peer computer acts as a server 
to support the doWnloading process. A disadvantage of this 
approach is that the Napster server may not have up-to-date 
information about the Napster clients, and thus some content 
may be unavailable or out-of-date. Another disadvantage is 
that the central directory may indicate that certain content is 
available from a peer, but that peer may not be online and so 
a requesting peer Would not be able to make a connection. 

[0008] Unlike Napster, Gnutella does not rely on a cen 
traliZed directory service, and thus does not require dedi 
cated server devices. Instead, ?les are discovered by having 
peer computers directly communicate, and pass queries from 
peer computers to other neighboring peer computers. Upon 
receiving a query, a Gnutella peer computer may, for 
example, decide to do nothing, respond back to the request 
ing peer computer, such as by notifying the requester that the 
requested ?le has been found, or forward the query on to one 
or more other peer computers, thus Widening the search for 
a given ?le. If the requested ?le is available for access and 
doWnloading from at least one of the other peer computers, 
then the requesting Gnutella peer computer, acting as a client 
device, connects to that peer computer and begins accessing 
and doWnloading the requested ?le. Here, again, the other 
peer computer acts as a server during the accessing or 
downloading process. 
[0009] A general disadvantage of peer-to-peer ?le sharing 
is that if a client receives several requests simultaneously, 
then these requests compete for the relatively limited 
resources of bandWidth and disk access. Therefore, either 
the system degrades With each additional simultaneous 
requester, or the receiving client must refuse service to 
additional requestors. By contrast, With server-based 
approaches the provider of the service can add additional 
servers and load balance among them, and they can store 
multiple copies and cache often-requested media. 
[0010] Disadvantageously, most P2P ?le-sharing services 
require a user to doWnload an entire ?le. Although the 
doWnloading of a ?le gives a user certain advantages, the 
transfer of the ?le and subsequent vieWing and/or listening 
can be undesirable from the perspective of a content oWner. 
The relative ease With Which a copy of a ?le can be obtained 
can lead to copyright violation. Further, the transfer of ?les 
can be in non-real time, Which permits a user to transfer a 
substantial quantity of data from other users in a short period 
of time. This can undesirably occupy a large amount of 
netWork bandWidth for both the user Who is copying the ?les 
and the users Who are providing the ?les. 

[0011] Music and video streaming Was introduced to 
eliminate the disadvantages associated With doWnloading or 
uploading rich media ?les. Streaming enables a user to vieW 
a video clip as it is being received on their computer, Without 
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having to Wait for the video ?le to be received in its entirety 
before playback can begin, and Without saving a copy of the 
video ?le. 
[0012] Thus, it Would be of advantage to have a service 
that streams music and video, does not require that a content 
oWner upload his media ?les to a server, provides up-to-date 
information about available media clips, caches often-re 
quested media ?les on a server computer, and does not 
require special media playing software to vieW streamed 
videos, music and images. 

SUMMARY OF THE DESCRIPTION 

[0013] The subject invention concerns a third architecture 
for video broadcasting; namely, a peer-to-Web broadcasting 
architecture. Using the subject invention, a user of a client 
peer computer can broadcast his media from his computer 
over the Web. The user’s media can be vieWed Within 
conventional Web broWsers that use conventional media 
players, such as a WindoWs Media Player or a Macromedia 
Flash player control. Such media players are generally 
available on most platforms and Web broWsers. As such, the 
subject invention does not require additional vieWing soft 
Ware. The broadcaster, also referred to as a publisher, can 
organiZe his media into multiple broadcast channels, Which 
vieWers can then select from for vieWing. 
[0014] The subject invention overcomes drawbacks of 
conventional video broadcasting technology that uses a 
central server. Using the subject invention, an oWner of 
video clips has complete control over the broadcast of his 
clips, and the people Who have vieWing privileges. No 
upload to a central hosting server is required. No coordina 
tion of instructions With a hosting server is required. No time 
is Wasted uploading videos to a central server. The subject 
invention does not copy source ?les or upload source ?les to 
a central server. Media is prepared on a local client computer 
for Web delivery, and original video clips are protected 
against copyright piracy. 
[0015] The subject invention is particularly advantageous 
for independent ?lmmakers, artists and musicians, Who can 
use peer-to-Web broadcasting to shoW their media to poten 
tial employers, licensees and other such business leads. 
Broadcasters can set their broadcast channels as public, in 
Which case they can be searched and found by the general 
public. Alternatively, broadcasters can set their broadcast 
channels as unlisted, in Which case they can be vieWed by 
invitation only. 
[0016] The subject invention is also particularly advanta 
geous for consumers Who Wish to share their personal 
recorded video clips With friends and family. The invention 
enables them to establish private channels. 
[0017] The subject invention also enables peer-to-portal 
broadcasting, Where publishers can broadcast their media to 
a third-party portal, for vieWing by a general portal audi 
ence. The broadcast media appears to the audience as if it is 
being sourced from the portal’s Web server, Whereas in fact 
it is being sourced from the publishers’ peer computers. 
[0018] There is thus provided in accordance With an 
embodiment of the subject invention a method for peer-to 
por‘tal broadcasting, including providing a Web page for a 
portal, the Web page including an inline frame (iFrame), 
receiving meta-data for media ?les selected by a user for 
broadcast to the portal, and dynamically generating source 
code for the iFrame upon request, the source code including 
instructions for a Web broWser (i) to request an XML 
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document that includes meta-data for user-selected media 
?les, (ii) to transform the XML document to an HTML 
document using an XSLT transformation, and (iii) to insert 
the resulting HTML document into the Web page for the 
portal. 
[0019] There is further provided in accordance With an 
embodiment of the subject invention a system a system for 
peer-to-portal broadcasting, including a portal Web server 
for a Web portal, the portal Web server storing a Web page for 
a portal, the portal Web page including an inline frame 
(iFrame) With a source originating at a broadcast server, a 
publisher computer, communicatively coupled With the por 
tal Web server, including a broadcast tool that enables a 
publisher to broadcast media ?les from the publisher com 
puter to the Web portal, a broadcast server, communicatively 
coupled With the portal Web server and With the publisher 
computer, including an iFrame source generator for gener 
ating source code for the iFrame included in the portal Web 
page, the source code instructing a Web broWser to transform 
at least one XML data-container document for broadcast 
media ?les, into at least one HTML page that assembles a 
plurality of Web objects, and an XML document generator 
for generating XML data-container documents for broadcast 
media ?les, and a Web client computer, communicatively 
coupled With the portal Web server, including a Web broWser 
including a dynamic Web page generator and assembler, for 
executing the iFrame source code generated by the broadcast 
server. 

[0020] There is yet further provided in accordance With an 
embodiment of the subject invention a computer-readable 
storage medium storing program code for causing a com 
puting device to provide a Web page for a portal, the Web 
page including an inline frame (iFrame), to receive meta 
data for media ?les selected by a user for broadcast to the 
portal, and to dynamically generate source code for the 
iFrame upon request, the source code including function 
calls (i) to request an XML document that includes meta 
data for user-selected media ?les, (ii) to transform the XML 
document to an HTML document using an XSLT transfor 
mation, and (iii) to insert the resulting HTML document into 
the Web page for the portal. 
[0021] There is moreover provided in accordance With an 
embodiment of the subject invention a broadcaster for 
publishing media content, including a video transcoder for 
transcoding video content from a source format to a target 
format at at least one target bit-rate, an image processor, 
communicatively coupled With the video transcoder, for 
generating at least one thumbnail image representation of 
the video content, a database manager, for managing a table 
of broadcast channels, a table of media ?les Within channels, 
and a table of cached media ?les, a command sequencer, 
communicatively coupled With the video transcoder, the 
image processor and the database manager, for queuing and 
sequencing commands issued to the video transcoder, the 
image processor and the database manager, and a netWork 
engine for sending the video content to a proxy server, for 
streamed delivery to at least one Web client on-demand. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0022] The subject invention Will be more fully under 
stood and appreciated from the folloWing detailed descrip 
tion, taken in conjunction With the draWings in Which: 
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[0023] FIG. 1 is a simpli?ed block diagram of a peer-to 
broadcast system, in accordance with an embodiment of the 
subject invention; 
[0024] FIG. 2 shows a sample web page for viewing media 
on a web client computer, the media being broadcast from a 
peer computer in accordance with an embodiment of the 
subject invention; 
[0025] FIG. 3 shows a sample video viewing area overlaid 
on a sample web page, in accordance with an embodiment 
of the subject invention; 
[0026] FIG. 4 is an illustration of a web page assembled 
from multiple sources, in accordance with an embodiment of 
the subject invention; 
[0027] FIG. 5 shows a sample web page for publishing 
media on a peer computer, for web broadcast, in accordance 
with an embodiment of the subject invention; 
[0028] FIG. 6 is a simpli?ed block diagram of a two-tier 
communication system for publishing media within the 
peer-to-broadcast system of FIG. 1, in accordance with an 
embodiment of the subject invention; 
[0029] FIG. 7 is a simpli?ed ?ow chart of a sequence of 
events within a peer-to-broadcast system, in accordance 
with an embodiment of the subject invention; 
[0030] FIG. 8 is a simpli?ed block diagram of a publisher 
system, for publishing media within the peer-to-broadcast 
system of FIG. 1, in accordance with an embodiment of the 
subject invention; 
[0031] FIGS. 9A-9E shows a sample portal web page 
including an embedded portion broadcast from a publisher, 
in accordance with an embodiment of the subject invention; 
[0032] FIG. 10 is a simpli?ed diagram of a peer-to-portal 
broadcasting system, in accordance with an embodiment of 
the subject invention; and 
[0033] FIG. 11 is a simpli?ed ?owchart of a method for 
peer-to-portal broadcasting, in accordance with an embodi 
ment of the subject invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0034] The subject invention concerns peer-to-web broad 
casting. Using the subject invention, a publisher can broad 
cast his media to the web from his peer computer, without 
uploading the media to a central server. As such the pub 
lisher retains complete control over his media assets, and 
who is able to view them. 
[0035] Reference is now made to FIG. 1, which is a 
simpli?ed block diagram of a peer-to-broadcast system, in 
accordance with an embodiment of the subject invention. 
Shown in FIG. 1 is a broadcasting system 100 that enables 
peer computers, referred to as publishers, to broadcast their 
media over the web. The publishers stores their media, and 
web clients can view the broadcast media using conven 
tional web browsers, without requiring additional client 
software. The broadcast media can be live video, pre 
recorded video, music, pictures, presentations, slideshows 
and other forms of media. 
[0036] Media can be published on a mobile phone 112, a 
video camera 114, a wireless device 116, a home computer 
118 and other such computing devices. Published media can 
be viewed on a television 122, a mobile phone 124, a 
portable player 126, a home computer 128 and other such 
computing devices that run a web browser. 
[0037] The present invention is readily implemented 
within the Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) 
architecture, used for dynamic HTML generation. 
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[0038] Reference is now made to FIG. 2, which shows a 
sample web page 200 for viewing media on a web client 
computer, the media being broadcast from a peer computer 
in accordance with an embodiment of the subject invention. 
As can be seen in FIG. 2, web page 200 is displayed by a 
conventional web browser, such as Microsoft’s Internet 
Explorer browser. 
[0039] Shown in the upper left ofweb page 200 is a list of 
broadcast channels, each channel corresponding to a set of 
media related by a common theme that is generally the name 
of the channel. Channel 210 is named “Best Videos”, and is 
currently the channel being displayed in web page 200. 
Channel 220 is named “Music” and channel 230 is named 
“Staff Pics”. To the right of the list of channels is the set of 
media for the currently selected channel. Each piece of 
media is represented by a thumbnail, which is a small image 
that designates the media. Thus thumbnails 240, 250 and 260 
correspond to videos from the “Best Videos” channel. By 
clicking on one of these thumbnails, a user can view the 
selected video within his web browser. The thumbnail 
images and the corresponding videos are generally stored on 
a peer computer of the publisher who created the channels. 
[0040] Reference is now made to FIG. 3, which shows a 
sample video viewing area overlaid on a sample web page 
300, in accordance with an embodiment of the subject 
invention. When a user clicks on one of the video icons, such 
as icons 240, 250 or 260 of FIG. 2, the corresponding video 
is streamed to the user and played within a viewing area 310. 
Viewing area 310 includes typical video controls 320, for 
play/pause, stop, fast forward, fast reverse and volume 
control. 

[0041] Generally, the web page for viewing published 
media is assembled from multiple sources, including inter 
alia: 

[0042] (i) hosted programmatic and layout elements 
(graphics, CSS, JavaScript, HTML); 

[0043] (ii) hosted content from broadcasting system 100 
(FIG. 1); 

[0044] (iii) local multi-media content (video, image 
thumbnails); 

[0045] (iv) local data container elements @(ML docu 
ments); 

[0046] (v) multi-media content (video, image thumb 
nails) from multiple remote publisher computers; and 

[0047] (vi) data container elements (XML documents) 
from multiple remote publisher computers. 

Reference is now made to FIG. 4, which is an illustration of 
a web page assembled from multiple sources (i)-(vi), in 
accordance with an embodiment of the subject invention. 
Shown at the top of FIG. 4 is a web page, denoted by A, 
rendered by a standard browser. Web page A includes 
components assembled from multiple sources. 
[0048] A ?rst source, denoted by 1, is local broadcast 
content. A local host server, denoted by 4, is treated as part 
of the domain for system 100 (FIG. 1), by including a DNS 
entry for “localhost.pixpo.com” which is mapped to 127.0. 
0.1, where “pixpo” is a web server name for system 100. It 
will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that effectively 
this DNS entry enables an Internet browser to treat the local 
host server as part of the domain for system 100. This is 
signi?cant since web browser security policies generally 
require that dynamic content, such as iFrames and scripts, 
have a single domain of origin. The DNS entry thus enables 
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Web pages to be assembled from both local and remote 
endpoints Without violating security policies enforced by the 
browser. 

[0049] It Will thus be appreciated by those skilled in the art 
that the subject invention bridges multiple domain hosts to 
a single domain, and facilitates communication betWeen a 
local host and main page data through JavaScript. The 
subject invention enables access to information from any IP 
address via a sub-domain of an origin server. For example, 
if an HTML page is sent from WWW.mixpo.com, then that 
HTML page, via the subject invention’s JavaScript bridge, 
can access any *.mixpo.com URL. Thus a DNS entry for 
“amaZon.mixpo.com” can be mapped so that it resolves to 
AmaZon’s search API servers. JavaScript on a WWW.mixpo. 
com HTML page can then make remote data requests to 
AmaZon’s servers directly. Generally, such multiple calls to 
services from multiple domains are blocked by a broWser’s 
single origin security policy. Using the subject invention, 
hoWever, a broWser makes multiple connections to multiple 
services because of the JavaScript bridge, Which maps an 
external domain, such as amaZon.com, to an internal 
domain, such as amaZon.mixpo.com. The broWser then 
alloWs these connections, even though they connect to 
external domains. 

[0050] In distinction, prior art technology, such as Goo 
gle’s “IG” pages, assembles multiple components into a 
page by assembling the page completely on central servers 
before sending it to a broWser. 

[0051] A second source, denoted by 2, is content from a 
broadcasting system 100. Athird source, denoted by 3A, 3B 
and 3C, is content from multiple remote broadcasters John, 
George and Ringo desktop computers or other computing 
devices. The third source also includes data content 3D. 

[0052] ShoWn at the bottom right of FIG. 4 is a Web page, 
denoted by 5, for a broadcaster. Web page 5 also includes 
components assembled from multiple sources. A?rst source, 
denoted by 6, is local broadcast content. A second source, 
denoted by 7, is content from broadcasting system 100. 
[0053] As shoWn in FIG. 4, source 1 for local content uses 
a Representational State Transfer (REST) application pro 
gramming interface (API), for communicating With Web 
pageA and Web page 5. Information about REST is available 
on the Internet at http://en.Wikipedia.org/Wiki/Representa 
tional_State_Transfer. 
[0054] Reference is noW made to FIG. 5, Which shoWs a 
sample Web page 500 for publishing media on a peer 
computer, for Web broadcast, in accordance With an embodi 
ment of the subject invention. Web page 500 enables a 
publisher to create broadcast channels, such as the channels 
listed in FIG. 2, and to populate the channels With his media. 
As shoWn in FIG. 5, a publisher has created a neW channel 
510, temporarily named “New Channel”, and an explorer 
type WindoW 520 enables the publisher to select media ?les 
from his ?le system to broadcast Within the neW channel. 
Channels can be designated as public, in Which case they are 
made publicly available, or as unlisted, in Which case they 
are only made available to friends that the publisher invites 
to see his media. 

[0055] In accordance With an embodiment of the subject 
invention, information about publishers and their broadcast 
channels is stored in a central database, Which can be 
queried by Web clients in order to conduct searches for 
content. 
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[0056] Reference is noW made to FIG. 6, Which is a 
simpli?ed block diagram of a tWo-tier communication sys 
tem for publishing media Within the peer-to-broadcast sys 
tem of FIG. 1, in accordance With an embodiment of the 
subject invention. As described hereinabove With respect to 
FIG. 1, the peer-to-broadcast system enables HTTP Web 
clients 612 and 618 to vieW channels of media content 
broadcast by publishers 622 and 628. 
[0057] The system shoWn in FIG. 6 includes tWo tiers of 
servers; namely, a ?rst tier 630 of reverse proxy servers 632, 
635 and 638, and a second tier 640 of sWitchboard servers 
642, 645 and 648. Each server has its oWn local cache, and 
caches responses generally in accordance With the HTTP 
standard, Which enable it to serve many clients While making 
only a small number of requests to another server. 

[0058] When a publisher logs on to a sWitchboard server, 
the sWitchboard server Writes a ?le to a master AndreW File 

System (AFS) directory. The ?le is named according to the 
usemame of the publisher, and the ?le contains the sWitch 
board server’s host name. Reverse proxy servers search the 
AFS directory for that ?le, to determine Which sWitchboard 
server to contact for a designated publisher. It Will be 
appreciated by those skilled in the art that the AFS directory 
is essentially being used here as a database. Because mul 
tiple sWitchboard servers are able to Write to the same ?le, 
cooperative locking is used. It Will further be appreciated by 
those skilled in the art that the subject invention may use an 
actual database, instead of a master AFS directory, for this 
purpose of maintaining a sWitchboard directory. 
[0059] A distinction betWeen the ?rst tier servers and the 
second tier servers lies in the request to the next server. 
Speci?cally, the ?rst tier reverse proxy servers extract a 
usemame from an HTTP request, and search the master 
directory for a ?le With that name. The ?le contains the name 
of a sWitchboard server. The second tier sWitchboard servers 
extract a usemame from an HTTP request, ?nd a connected 

publisher With that usemame, and forWard a request to the 
connected publisher. If a sWitchboard server receives a 
request for a publisher Who is not connected, the sWitch 
board server returns a 503 HTTP response code. JavaScript 
in the Web client broWser receives this response and handles 
it appropriately; e.g., redirecting to a “user not connected” 
page. 

[0060] Each proxy server accepts regular HTTP connec 
tions on port 80, and forWards HTTP requests to an upstream 
server. The origin server is a publisher computer, Which 
returns either data or an error code. 

[0061] As shoWn in FIG. 6, each server has its oWn local 
cache. Cached items are indexed by URL, and each item has 
an expiration time and a cache validator. The cache validator 
is a last-modi?ed date or an opaque identi?er string, set by 
the origin server. If the URL is requested before it expires, 
its cached item is served right aWay from cache. OtherWise, 
if the URL has expired, a conditional request is made to the 
next server; i.e., to the sWitchboard server or to the origin 
server. The conditional request sends the cache validator to 
the next server. In turn, the next server uses the validator to 
determine Whether the cached item for the URL is current. 
If the cached item is current, the next server returns an HTTP 
validation code, such as 304 Not Modi?ed. OtherWise, if the 
cached data for the URL is not current, then the next server 
sends the updated data With an appropriate HTTP code, such 
as 200 OK. 






































